November Newsletter

Young children do not yet fully understand the concept of time, so they do not order their lives by hours and minutes,
but rather by the events that happen. When events happen in the same order every day, children have a better
understanding of their world and therefore feel more secure. A regular schedule gives children a way to order and
organize their lives.
They know they will not be confronted with unfamiliar tasks that they are unprepared for. Establishing a routine
helps develop self-control because they know they have to wait until a certain time to do a particular activity. A
routine is especially important during particularly difficult times of the day, such as bedtime or getting dressed in
the morning for the nursery. When there is a routine in place, the children become more flexible and prepared for
the activities of the day. Associating activities with certain rituals can be a good preparation for the child such as
having a bath or reading a book before bedtime can became a ritual, which will help children slowly calm down, and
allow them to associate certain activities with getting sleepy. Although routine is very important for young children,
do not be too rigid. Children do need to learn how to be flexible and deal with minor changes. Also having a hygiene
routine as well to keep your child healthy is very important. Children get sick more often than adults. Their immune
systems are weaker because they are not fully developed. So having a hand washing and dental hygiene routine in
place can be very useful and will keep the children aware of the importance of hand washing and teeth brushing. This
routine can be established in a fun way. For example, brightly colored toothpaste with sparkles, yummy flavors or a
favorite cartoon or action hero are always a hit with them. Scents, vivid colors and fun shapes are great for soap. In
the nursery, we are constantly reinforcing the concept of keeping clean and our nurse are demonstrating the proper
steps and effective hand washing to the children.

Please find below our hand washing process we use in our nursery.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Spare clothes
Please remember to bring a bag of spare clothes for your child to the Nursery every
day. Please label each item of clothing so that there is no confusion to whom the
items belong to.
IMPORTANT INFO
Healthy Eating
Please remember our healthy eating policy and that all classes are chocolate and nut free. We strongly suggest
to pack a cool pack in your child’s lunch box to keep food at a safe temperature. Please remember to separate the
lunch and snack boxes for your child.

Children’s Beddings
For children who are at the setting in Extended Care, it is imperative for parents to send the beddings – bedsheet
and blanket for the child. The same shall be returned each day to the parent for washing purposes. You need to
send fresh beddings with your child for hygiene purposes and for children’s health and safety during the pandemic
times.

Average 10 to 12 hours of sleep

We have noticed at the Early Years Setting that many children come to the Nursery sleep deprived. It is important
for growing children to go to bed at an appropriate hour usually not later than 7: 30 p.m. each day and get minimum
of 10 to 12 hours of uninterrupted sleep for their physical, mental and emotional development. Even on the
weekends, it is imperative that the sleep routine and patterns for children are not disturbed and bedtime should
be strictly observed.

Vacation/ Absence Communication
We value children’s attendance at the Nursery. Regular attendance at the Nursery helps us in contributing our
best in achieving positive outcomes for your child in their learning and development. However, if your child is
absent, it is always best to send us a written update on the ParentApp. It is all the more important to keep us
updated, especially if you plan to go for a long vacation during the middle of the term. All such communications
should be sent to the Nursery manager on the ParentApp.

Medicine Administration
The School Nurse is not authorized to administer any medicine for a child without the written prescription of the
doctor. Please ensure that child is not sent to the Nursery, in case of illness and sickness for the health and safety
of your own child as well as of the other children, staff and the parents. If your child is taking antibiotics, it is
always better to complete the course and keep the child home so that he/ she can get the needed rest and care
needed to recuperate.

No Toys or Takeaways from home
We have noticed that children have started bringing toys and some takeaways from home. We have a lot of toys
and teaching resources at the Nursery to keep children occupied with. Please refrain from sending any such things
(except when we have a special event like “Show and Tell” at the nursery) from home to comply with Covid- 19 safety
and precautionary measures in place at the setting.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

P.T.O

Little Explorers

Dear Parents,
Our little explorers have enjoyed themselves in the month of October with the theme - “Modes of Transport”. The
key person provided lots of hands on and sensory activities focusing on child development following the EYFS
framework.

Children celebrated ‘Blue Colour Day’, ‘World Smile Day’, ‘World Teacher’s Day’ and ‘World Singing Day’. During the
Circle Time, the key person talked about values of the month like: Caring for others and friendship which helped
children to understand how important it is to make connections and friendships. Children enjoyed our singing and
story time sessions which helped them with communication skills such as listening and attention.

Children started to learn and identify square shape and numbers with simple activities. They got to know the modes
of transportation through messy play and sensory activities using tuff trey and treasure chest. They enjoyed
activities such as making an air balloon, racing cars and boats, water play and their absolute favourite blowing
bubbles! They explored construction activities such as building train tracks and car racing tracks.
Our little ones enjoyed observing and taking part in experiments by creating new colours during our knowledge and
understanding of the world sessions. All children especially enjoyed our indoor soft play area session where they
worked on their motor skills to aid their physical development.

We will come with new updates for the activities we undertook in the month of November 2021 in the next round
of newsletter!

Future Leaders

Dear Parents,
During the month of October’21, our little ones learnt about the
different modes of transport such as Land, Air, Water and Space
transport. We celebrated different events throughout the month
of October such as World Singing Day, Blue Day, Transport Day, World Teacher’s
Day and Global Handwashing Day.
Our value of the month in October was “Empathy”. The key person spoke about empathy and what it means and how
we can implement it with our friends, peers, parents and teachers.
During the circle time, children enjoyed listening to new nursery rhymes, enjoyed repeating them, and also memorizing
the days of the week, colors, shapes and number of the week.
The key person read lots of stories that were related to the different modes of transport. We enjoyed listening to
Maisy’s Boat by Lucy Cousins, and Whatever Next by Jill Murphy that aided their literacy development.

The children participated in a science experiment by mixing 2 ingredients together in a bottle and the key person
covered the bottle with a balloon and with excitement the children saw the balloon inflate and they were amazed!
Children engaged in messy play which they really enjoyed. We placed cars in blue corn flour and we tried to push the
cars through it. We concentrated well and developed our mathematical skills, whilst placing water transport puzzles
together in numerical order. We also painted our submarine template yellow while learning about modes of water
transport.

The key person introduced new words such as floating and sinking during a water play experiment, seeing which
objects “float” and which objects “sink”. This helped to expand their knowledge and understanding skills as well as
their linguistic skills. During the UAE Studies we continued listening to the story “Camping with Scorpions” written
by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. We also made a display about the story in our classroom. We
decorated camel templates using sand and also decorated palm trees using green and brown paper.

So, until next time!

Creative Thinkers Bubble 1
Dear parents,
We’re thrilled to be sharing so much again with you in our monthly newsletter. We truly enjoyed every day we had
with children and they have shown so much growth and development in all areas since September.
A glimpse of October: Our creative thinkers showed great interest in learning about modes of transportation. They
now understand how people can get from one place to another through different kinds of transportation and also how
food and goods are brought and distributed. The key person provided lots of hands-on fun learning activities.
In Communication and Language- the children sang many nursery rhymes related to the theme, and they discussed
about the unique features of different modes of transport such as cars, trains, boats, airplane, hot air balloons etc.
The key person read many stories related to the theme to enhance children’s language and literacy skills. Also, the
key person encouraged children to participate in group discussions and share their ideas and opinions with each other.

In Physical Development- children worked on their fine motor skills, by cutting out different shapes to make cars,
buses etc. and they made various other theme related crafts. Also, they got an opportunity to mould play dough into
different shapes, which encouraged their creativity and gave vent to their imagination skills besides honing their
pincer and palmer grip and developing their hand-eye coordination. Children had great fun drawing their favorite
modes of transport.

In Expressive Art and Design- children used their imagination to design their vehicles and explored and played with
a wide range of media and materials. In Literacy, children focused on recognition of letters and learning lots of
vocabulary words related to the letters of the month.

Children enhanced their number skills through different number rhymes, tracing and counting activities.

We had a fantastic time celebrating events like World Smile Day, World Teachers’ Day, Yellow Color Day, Global
Hand Wash Day, World Singing Day, Green Color Day and My Transport Day and look forward to lots more in
the month of November 2021.

Overall, October was an enjoyable and busy month, but we still have many more exciting and fun activities lined up
for our little ones in November. So, until next time!

Creative Thinkers Bubble 2
Dear Parents,
Creative Thinkers enjoyed themselves during the month of October 2021. Children got to know the value of the
month: Empathy, Caring for Others, Awareness of the needs of others and worked on forming friendships with
their peers. They explored new colours: Yellow and Green, learnt about the shapes rectangles and triangles.

The key person prepared team building and self-confidence activities for the children during their free play where
they could express themselves and have fun with friends.

During the month of October, we explored the theme “Modes of Transport”. We celebrated many special events
like: Yellow Day, Green Day, Global Handwashing Day and My Transport Day.

.

Children practiced their personal, social and emotional skills during Circle Time. The key person encouraged them
to speak about their travel experiences, what transport they used, to describe their hot air balloon adventure and
how they get to school: by bus, car, taxi, metro or on their bike.

Circle Time is a great opportunity to work on communication and language development. Children, through singing
nursery rhymes learn new words and build their knowledge about the theme. Our Lovely Gems enjoyed practicing
songs about transport, letters, shapes, and colours.

During the morning and afternoon sessions, we worked on our physical development in our indoor play area.
Children exercised, did Yoga and Zumba, jumped and climbed in our soft play area and worked on their hand motor
skills using busy boards.

In October we continued with the UAE studies and we got to listen to “Camping with Scorpions” by H.H Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid al Maktoum. Story Time is always a great idea to improve children’s literacy development and
attention and understanding skills.

For our numeracy development session, the Key Person prepared some fun activities to help children identify
numbers and shapes. To make it more interesting we used various sensory techniques like the light table and the
playdough. The Key Person encouraged children to participate in a volcano experiment using vinegar and baking soda
causing an eruption. Experiments are fun and interesting way to learn and understand the world around us.

Children love to imagine things and pretend at this age, so in October we engaged in messy play, made transport
crafts and expressed our feelings during our expressive art and design development session.

We will come to you soon with a fresh round of updates for the activities that we undertook in the month of
November in the next newsletter!

Dear Parents, we would like to inform you that the theme of the month of November 2021 is Community
Helpers.

Colour of the Month: Yellow (1 -2); and (2-3) years age group
Purple and Orange (3-4) years age group

Shape of the Month: Triangle (1 -2); and (2-3) years age group
Oval and Diamond (3-4) years age group

Please refer to the “Menus and Calendar” tab in the HiMama Application to know about the special events planned
for the month of November 2021.

Some Food for Thought

Sleep is a very important part of your child’s mental and physical health because it
allows your child’s mind and body to rest and recover. There are many things you can
do to help your child get good quality sleep as often as possible.
Beneﬁts of sleep for mental health
Your child’s brain needs sleep to restore resources that were used up during the day. A well-rested brain can solve
problems, learn new information and enjoy the day a lot more than a tired brain. Some areas of your child’s brain are

even more active while they sleep.
Children who consistently get a good night’s sleep:
are more creative
can concentrate on tasks for longer have better problem-solving abilities
are better able to make positive decisions
are more able to learn and remember new things have more energy
during the day
can create and maintain good relations with others.
What are the signs and symptoms of lack of sleep?
Not getting enough sleep each night can have negative consequences for your child. These cannot always be erased
with extra sleep the next night. Over time, not getting enough quality sleep each night can produce a range of
behavioral, cognitive (mental) and emotional symptoms.
Physical symptoms:
 Finding it diﬃcult to wake up in the morning
 Falling asleep after being woken up and needs you to wake them again or repeatedly Yawning frequently
during the day
 Complaining of feeling tired or wanting to nap during the day

 Preferring to lie down during the day, even if it means missing activities with friends or family
 Falling asleep or seeming drowsy at nursery or at home.
Cognitive (mental) symptoms:
 Lacking interest, motivation and attention for everyday tasks Increased forgetfulness
 Blurred vision
 Diﬃculty learning new information
Emotional symptoms
 Increased moodiness and irritability
 Increased impulsivity
 Increased stress throughout the day
When your child owes their mind and body sleep, this is called sleep debt. A large sleep debt (not getting enough
sleep for many nights in a row) can result in your child feeling mentally exhausted. It can also worsen the
symptoms of any existing behaviour, anxiety and mood disorders such as depression or bipolar disorder even in
children.
How much sleep does my child need?
Your child’s circadian rhythm (also called their “body clock”) is a 24-hour cycle that tells your child’s body when

to sleep. The body clock is inﬂuenced by your child’s age; children need less sleep as they get older.
The Canadian Paediatric Society has produced a general guide to the amount of sleep young children need over a
24-hour period, including naps.

Age

Recommended amount of sleep

Newborns (0 to 2 months)

16 to 18 hours (3 to 4 hours at a time)

Babies (2 months to 6 months)

14 to 16 hours

Older babies (6 months to 1 year)

14 hours

Toddlers (1 to 3 years)

10 to 13 hours

Pre-schoolers (3 to 5 years)

10 to 12 hours

School-aged children (5 to 10 years)

10 to 12 hours

The National Sleep Foundation offers guidelines for older children and teens.

Age

Recommended amount of sleep

6 to 13 years

9 to 11 hours

14 to 18 years

8 to 10 hours

The above recommended amount of sleep is simply a guideline, as each child is different. In addition, sometimes
your child might need a little more sleep than what is recommended and other times they may feel ﬁne with a little
less. Talk to your child and adjust their sleep schedule to ﬁnd out how much sleep per night works best.
Getting the recommended amount of sleep (e.g., number of hours) as well as maintaining a regular schedule of
sleep and wake times is important, especially during stressful times. Some older children and adolescents may
maintain 8 to 10 hours of sleep per day but if they go to sleep very late and then sleep through most of the
morning, this means they are not receiving the full restorative beneﬁts of sleep.
Focusing solely on academic performance, a number of recent studies around the world found that higher
performing kids average more sleep per night and earlier bedtimes than their poorer performing peers.

How can we help our children get the proper amount of sleep?

Here are 6 suggestions:

1.

Limit Bedtime Activities -- a routine of relaxing activities like reading or music can help most kids sleep better.

Electronics should generally be avoided because they tend to stimulate kids.

2.

Establish a Sleep Schedule -- similar to routine activities, experts recommend consistent times to go to sleep

and wake, ideally not differing much during the week or on weekends.

3.

Create a Conducive Environment -- research has found that children generally sleep faster and deeper when

the room is dark, cool, and quiet.

4.

Promote Regular Exercise -- Experts recommend a minimum of 60 minutes of physical activity for kids each

day, which can yield many benefits, including better sleep.

5.

Avoid Late Afternoon or Early Evening Naps -- toddlers need naps but naps can result in later bedtimes and

less sleep for older children.

Many parents actually overestimate the amount of sleep their children receive because they don't know when kids
actually fall asleep or how often kids wake during the night. If you suspect that your child has significant sleep
issues or that medical problems (e.g., asthma or reflux) may be the cause, you should consult a doctor.
Sleep deprivation is getting more attention these days due to our increased understanding of the negative effects
it can have. For children with medical conditions like ADHD or autism, the ramifications can be even greater.
Ensuring that your children get the proper amount of sleep each night can have a major impact on their lives!
Key points:

 Lack of sleep causes irritability, increased stress, forgetfulness, diﬃculties with learning and low motivation.
Over time, it can contribute to anxiety and depression.
 Sleep time guidelines depend on a child's age. Every child is different, so take time to ﬁgure out what works
best for your child.
 If your child's sleep routine is disrupted, return them to a healthy sleep schedule as soon as possible.
 See your doctor if you have concerns about your child's sleep patterns
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So, until next time!

PLAY, LEARN AND GROW!!!

